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SEMIFIELD PLANES OF CHARACTERISTIC p
ADMITTING p-PRIMITIVE BAER COLLINEATIONS
NORMAN L. JOHNSON
(Received May 25, 1988)
1. Introduction
Let π denote a semifield plane of order q2 and kernel K^GF(q) where q
is a prime power pr. We shall say that π admits a p-primitive Baer collineation
σ if and only if σ is a collineation which fixes a Baer subplane pointwise and
\σ\ is a ^-primitive divisor of q—1 (i.e. |<r| \q—l but X pl— 1 for ί<i<r).
The main result of this article is essentially that/>-primitive Baer collineations
are easy to come by and the class of such semifield planes characterize all dimen-
sion two semifield planes.
Theorem 2.1. The class of semifield planes of dimension two and charac-
teristic p zΰhich admit a p-primitive Baer collineation is equivalent to the general
class of semifield planes of dimension two and characteristic p (either class con-
structs the other).
NOTATION 1.1. Let π be any semifield plane of order (f and kernel ^
GF(q) (π could be Desarguesian). Represent π = {(xlt x2ί yly y2) \ xίy y{ e K,
ί=l,2}, x=(x1,x2), y=(yι,y2)> O= (0, 0). If x—O is a shears axis then the
spread for π takes the following form x=O, y=x\ ' where ,^ h
Lg(a, β), h(a, /3)J
are biadditive maps (a function/: KχK-»K is biadditive<=>/(α, /3)+/(δ, j)=
f(a+Syβ+<y)).
(1.2) Extensions of π. (See Hiramine et al. [2] and Johnson [3])
With the notation of (1.1), extend K by t so that K[t]^GF(q2) and
t2=tθ+pfor θ, p&K.
Define g(a, β)=g(a, β)+θh(a, β). Further define f(a+βt) =g(a, β)-
h(a,β)tforalla,β<ΞK. Then (Johnson [3] (3.1)) x=O, y=x\ a'
represents the spread for π if and only if L£(«» β)> h(<*> β)
ΛJ I - I / -J *^ I Γ" I I W,
x = u, y = x I _,
 ox 7 / ΛSi /t> § jxβ I = ,
δ+jt, a+βt I
g(a, β)-h(a, β)t,
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for u=S-}-rγty v=a+βt in GF(f] represents a spread of a translation plane
π
E
 of order ^ and kernel GF(f). The translation plane πE is called an ex-
tension of π and π a contraction of πE.
(1.3) ^-primitive Baer collineations in extensions.
Let π be any semifield plane or oder f and kernel >K^GF(q). Let πE
be an extension of π as in (1.2). Then πE is a semifield plane which admits
a ^-primitive Baer collineation.
Proof. Let
1
e
e
1
Then σ maps ;y = #
U V
f/_,\
 Λ
Λ
[ ue, v ~] Γ H£, ϋ Ί« -ι 1 = * /• χ β Thus, σ is the required />-primitivef(v)y uqe XJ |_/(*0> (ιιβ)«J
Baer collineation. Note / is additive if and only if g, and h are biadditive
g(a+S, β+j) = £(α, β)+g(S, 7) and
So, this proves part of (2.1).
The reader is referred to Hiramine, Matsumoto and Oyama [2] and Johnson
[3] for further background. In particular, the ideas for this article and for [3]
were generated by studying the methods of H-M-O.
2. Semifields admitting p-primitive Baer collineations
In this section, we complete the proof of our main result (2.1) stated in
section 1. We have seen that arbitrary semifield planes of dimension two give
rise to semifield planes of dimension two which admit ^-primitive Baer col-
lineations. We must show that the converse statement is valid.
Let Σ denote a semifield plane of order q2 and kernel >K^GF(q), where
q is a prime power pr. Assume that Σ admits a ^-primitive Baer collineation
σ.
In the following lemmas, assume the above conditions and notation.
Lemma 2.2. Coordinates for Σ may be chosen so that Σ={(#IJ x2fylfy2)\
-1
Γ, i= 1,2}, Fix σ = {(x^ 0,0,y2) \x1,y2£=K} and σ=
element e e K B \ e \ is a p-primitive divisor of q— 1. I
e
 for some
e J
Proof. By Foulser [1], Fix σ must be a .fiΓ-space. We may assume that σ
leaves invariant a shears axis of Σ Choose a ^-Basis {ely e2> £3, e4} for Σ such
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that <£j, ezy, <£3, £4X are components of Σ where < ,^ £4>=Fixσ and such that
<£3, £4> is a shears axis of Σ Then relatively to this basis, Fix σ= {(xly 0, 0, #4) |
0
, and σ fixes #=0 and y=O so σ = a e fb
0 1
. By Maschke's
Theorem, we may assume a=b=Q (see the argument H-M-O [2] (4.3)).
There exist exactly q components of the form y=x\
and h, s are additive functions on K. LΛ(ω)> HM)J
where
=y («), *(«) =x*
Γ o -«]
Note that =
[_*(-«), K-«)J
Γ ° -«1 since h,
-h(u), -s(u)\
Thus,
0 0
are additive.
is identically zero.
So, since \e l\ is a ^-primitive divisor of q— 1, e~1f=l and s(w)=0 (as A
must be 1-1).
This proves (2.2) and also the following:
Lemma 2.3. q components of 2 have the form y—x for all u^K.[h(u), OJ
Lemma 2.4. There exist exactly q components of Σ of the form
/Or all v^K.J
for all
Γ v 0 1
Proof. There exist q components of the form y —
vtΞKandl,m additive functions on K. L'fa ), *Φ)J
v 0
'(v), m(v)
0
Since
Γ - v 0 1
y = x\ is also a component, we obtain
L-'(«0, -M )^J
is a component for all v^K. Since eή=l.
P
0e— 1),
0,
-^1)=^ so that /(ϋ)=0 for all
Lemma 2.5. Referring to (2.4), # w square and m(v) = cv^Ύ where c is
a constant.
Proof. By the proof to (2.4) m(v)e 1 = m(ve) for all v^K. Since m is
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r-l
additive, m(v)= Σmivpt(q=pr) (see e.g. Vaughn [4]). Then \
Assume for !</<r that w,-Φθ. Then epi = e~l so that epr+1=l. Since
|*| \p*+l so that |*| \(p2i— !,/—!)= (/2|>) —1). Assume first that r is odd.
Then (2ί, r)=(i, r) \ i. Since | * | | ^ (2|'»r) — 1|/>' — 1 and * is />-primitive, it must be
that i=r. But then epr=e=e~1 if and only if *2=1. However, 2 is never a p-
primitive divisor of q—1.
Sor is even (q is square). Now (2i,r)=2(iy r/2) and \e\ \p2(i r/2)—l im-
plies that 2(iyrj2)>2(r/2) so that (ί, r/2) = r/2 which implies i = r/2. Thus,
m(v)=h
r/2u
pr/2
=h
r/2u"~«~. This proves (2.5).
We may now complete the proof of (2.1).
We have shown that if 2 is a semifield plane of order q2 and kernel >K^
GF(q), q=pr which admits a ^ -primitive Baer collineation then q is a square and
coordinates may be chosen so the spread for 2 may be represented in the form
*-°
 y=x where v, u^K^GF(q) and c is a constant in K and
h is an additive function on K. Clearly, by a basis change, we may assume c=l.
Let F e .SΓ, F β GF( \/"?) and -K= J^W where f=tθ+p for θ,p^F. Define
5, A: GF(^/~q)xGF(V-q)^GF(V~q) by l(u=a+βt)=g(a, 0)-A(α, ^8)ί for
all Λ, β&F. Then by (1.2), a corresponding (contraction) translation plane Σc
of order 5 and kernel >F^GF(\/~q) is obtained whose spread is represented by
,
 x
 ' , for α, /3eF. Σc is a semifield plane
α, β)-θh(a, β), h(a, β)] ^ F
as / is additive implies g, h are biadditive
l((a+βt)+(8+γt)) = /(
, /3+ y) = g(a, β)+g(8, -y) and
+7) = h(a, β)+h(S, 7) .
Let g(a, β)=g(a, β)-θh(a, β). Then
g(a+δ, β+7)=g(a+δ, β+
Ύ
)-θh(a+δ, β+γ)
= g(a, β)-θh(a, β)+g(δ, Ύ)-θh(S, Ύ)
= g(a, β)+g(δ, y) « / is additive.
This proves our main result (2.1).
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